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Responsive Photonic Liquid Crystalline Flakes Produced by
Ultrasonication

Jeroen A. H. P. Sol, Lana M. Kessels, Marc del Pozo, and Michael G. Debije*

1. Introduction

The perception of color has played a critical role in human
development, helping the earliest peoples to judge the ripeness
of food, vital for their safety.[1,2] For this reason, human
vision has evolved to be most sensitive in the range of
380–780 nm.[3] Colors can result from light absorbance or lumi-
nescence by pigments, or photonic systems that generate vivid
colors via selective reflection of regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum as a result of nanoscale arrangement of their constit-
uent materials.[4] Using structural color rather than pigments
or luminophores has some key advantages. Dyes and pigments
influence the light spectrum by absorption of photons and
dissipate this absorbed energy as heat, re-emission of lower
energy photons, or by breaking chemical bonds. The latter
process—photobleaching—is primarily responsible for colors
fading over time. For structural color, as long as the structure
persists, the color remains observable. The structured
materials may also be dynamic: when the material is swelled
or contracted by exposure to environmental factors, the

result may be dramatic color changes,
which could be harnessed for use as
sensors.[5]

Self-assembling liquid crystals (LCs) in
the chiral nematic, “cholesteric” (ChLC)
phase have been utilized to fashion reflec-
tive materials. ChLCs selectively reflect a
narrow bandwidth (normally 75–100 nm
in the visible spectrum) of incident light
with a polarization matching the twist of
the cholesteric helical structure (left or
right handed); thus, up to 50% of unpolar-
ized incident light of that wavelength.[6]

Through proper selection of molecular
constituents, the ChLCs can be made

responsive to CO2, temperature, UV radiation, humidity, or a
number of other triggers so the reflection alters after
exposure, sometimes reversibly and sometimes irreversibly.[7,8]

By polymerizing the reactive ChLC monomers into a ChLC
network (ChLCN), one makes a step toward materials applicable
as photonic plastics. Almost always described in thin-film format,
these materials have served as visual security features,[9] and
indicators for temperature,[10,11] medical conditions (hypo/
hypercalcemia[12]) or presence of chemical analytes, such as
volatile low molecular weight amines.[13] Furthermore, due to
their vibrant, angular-dependent color, ChLC materials have
been used in the decorative coatings industry as effect pig-
ments,[14] and recently as responsive cholesteric networks coat-
ings.[15] An alternative cholesteric coating is based on
spherical particles embedded in a binder, although a high con-
centration of the particles is required—with a very specific LC
alignment pattern.[16] In this work, we present a process that will
allow broader application of a wide variety of ChLC-based
materials by generating small form factor responsive flakes that
can be used as dopants for otherwise static hosts to expand their
use toward sensing applications.

LC network flakes have found use in display technology[17–21]

as well as decorative elements.[22,23] A variety of manufacturing
methods have been described, including cryogenic[22] and
mechanical[24,25] fracturing, and soft lithography.[17,21,26]

Ultrasonication, a technique used in cellular biology and chem-
istry to release cell contents by rupturing cell membranes[27] and
as method to deaggregate nanoparticles,[28] has been presented
once, but not for responsive photonic LC networks.[29] Herein,
we present ultrasonication as a viable method of reducing the
ChLCN film dimensions while preserving the stimulus-
responsive color change capabilities of the particles and show
thorough characterization of the material along all steps of
fabrication and incorporation in a binder material.
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Responsive materials that alter their color in response to environmental changes
can be used as optical sensors. Chiral nematic liquid crystals are photonic
materials that selectively reflect specific wavelengths of light and have been made
environmentally responsive. Herein, the use of ultrasonication of responsive
cholesteric liquid-crystal network films to form structurally colored flakes that
demonstrate color changes when moved from an aqueous to dry environment
and back again is demonstrated, which suggests a scalable technique to form
quantities of responsive particles that could conceivably be embedded in per-
meable hosts to allow the optical detection of humidity or certain chemical
species.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Photonic Film Fabrication

The photonic ChLCN films were made by combining two reac-
tive mesogens, 1 and 2, with chiral dopant 3 to induce a helical
twist in the nematic structure of the LC (see Figure 1 for the
chemicals used in this work). Hydrogen-bonded dimers of
4 and 5 were added to allow for reversible reduction of the cross-
linking density in the film as well as tuning its polarity with
the goal of sensitizing the reflected color to H2O content.
Nonreactive mesogen 6 is added as a sacrificial species: before
and during polymerization, it helps maintain liquid crystalline
order, whereas after fashioning of the film, it is removed to leave
behind a permeable interior in the ChLCN film. Photoinitiator 7
initiates the free radical polymerization that links up the acrylate
groups, immobilizing the photonic ChLC alignment.

Depending on the size of cholesteric film desired, up to 100 μL
of monomer mixture was placed on a glass slide heated to 80 �C,
above the cholesteric-isotropic transition temperature of the LC
mix (see Figure S1, Supporting Information, for differential
scanning calorimetry [DSC] trace). Shearing the LC mixture
between poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-coated glass substrates gave
rise to a vibrant photonic reflectors that was retained after
polymerization with intense ultraviolet light (photonic
λmax� 605 nm, Figure 2a). Acrylate conversion went to comple-
tion, confirmed by the disappearance of the Fourier-transform
infrared (FT-IR) signature peak for the acrylate (ν̃� 985,
1410 cm�1) (Figure 2b).[30] Placing the polymerized cell filled
with solid film in 50 �C water, the PVA sacrificial layer quickly
dissolved, releasing the ChLCN. After soaking in tetrahydrofuran
(THF), porogenic, non-reactive compound 6 was removed
(confirmed using FT-IR, Figure 2b, ν̃� 2225 cm�1), resulting
in partial collapse of the network and a subsequent blue shift
of the reflection (to λmax� 480 nm, Figure 2c). A treatment with
an alkaline KþOH� solution (0.1–1 M in H2O) resulted in a
strongly hygroscopic network that easily absorbs moisture from
the surrounding air (for instance by breathing over the film sur-
face) or when placed in water. FT-IR confirms scission of the
hydrogen-bonded carboxylic acid dimers (ν̃� 1680 cm�1) as well
as the formation of a polymer salt featuring negatively charged
carboxylates (–CO2

�, at ν̃� 1380, 1550 cm�1).[12] The maximum
of the selective reflection band shifted to λmax� 500 nm after
treatment. Subsequent soaking in water of the lye-exposed film
reveals a red color (λmax¼ 600 nm). From past work, it is known
that these color shifts are directly related to the physical swelling
and deswelling of the polymer network.[9,31] As confirmed using
circular polarized UV–vis measurements, the cholesteric LC
(ChLC) retains most of its characteristic circular dichroism,
and SEM images indicate molecular order and internal structural
integrity is maintained in all states from the pristine film to
the swollen polymer salt (Figure S2 and S3, Supporting
Information). From the UV–vis data in Figure S3, Supporting
Information, narrowing of the reflection bands is seen, an effect
resulting from the loss of birefringence during formation of the
polymer salt.[32] In addition, FT-IR results show no significant
weakening of the ester bond peaks (see ν̃� 1730 cm�1 for
C═O, ν̃� 1200–1300 cm�1 for C─O─C bonds). As described
previously for this ChLC composition, the polymer salt can be
reverted back into a hydrogen-bonded material through an acid
treatment, using for instance aqueous HNO3; we demonstrate
partial reversion after a 90min exposure (see Figure 2c).[9]

2.2. Fracturing of ChLCN Films into Photonic Flakes and
Photonic Response

After removal from the LC polymerization cell, the films were
transferred to a vial filled with demineralized water (�5mL).
The sonication probe tip was placed in the liquid and ultrasoni-
cation initiated. Within the first few seconds, the large
centimeter-sized film breaks up into a myriad of small pieces
(see Video S1, Supporting Information).

The size of the flakes is quantified using digital image analy-
sis. During and after ultrasonication, samples were taken from
the aqueous flake dispersion, dried on a glass slide and imaged
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Figure 1. The chemical structures of the molecules used in this work.
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using polarized optical microscopy (POM). Between crossed
polarizers, the brightly colored Grandjean texture provides good
contrast with the dark background, which greatly eases the image
analysis procedure. Micrographs for each sample were analyzed
to give a mean Feret’s diameter value for the set, as well as the
deviation within the sample. The Feret’s diameter that the analy-
sis software reports in this case is the diameter of the smallest
circle that entirely circumscribes the imaged particle, and this is a
measure of the length of a particle along its longest axis. For pro-
posed applications as a dopant in fused filament fabrication
(FFF), we feel that this is a useful metric as one wishes to prevent
particles becoming stuck in the print head; for a conventional
FFF 3D printer as utilized here the nozzle diameter is 400 μm.

Samples collected throughout the ultrasonication procedure
show that the median Feret diameter decreases with sonication
time (Figure 3) up to a point. After �55min of ultrasonication of
0.1 M KþOH�-treated polymer, a steady state of about
150� 75 μm is found. The storage modulus E 0 of hydrogen-
bonded LC films drops significantly after base treatment;[33]

we assume fracturing efficiency to be dependent on the
“softness” of the material. As expected, fracturing proceeds more
slowly and yields larger flakes for the untreated ChLCN films
compared with the KþOH�-treated films. Using a microporous
glass filter (10–16 μm pore size), the flakes were removed from
the aqueous dispersion and washed with demineralized water
and dried to obtain a polymer powder. Scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) photographs show the photonic periodicity in the
polymer film remains intact throughout the ultrasonication pro-
cedure (Figure S3, Supporting Information).

A study of film thickness on ultrasonication efficiency revealed
no significant correlation: for films made in 6, 10, or 20 μm gap
cells, median Feret’s diameters of 189, 198, and 176 μm were
found after 40min of ultrasonication, respectively. Similarly,
larger ChLCN films fabricated in 69� 69mm2 cells were soni-
cated using an identical procedure and resulted in similar
median Feret’s diameters of 160 μm. Processing multiple indi-
vidual films in a single batch demonstrated at least four large
films (�200mg) can be fractured simultaneously without

significantly affecting the final flake sizes. In terms of upscaling,
this means that flake production rates can be increased more
than an order of magnitude (from 10mg per 30� 30mm2 film,

(a)
(b) (c)1 2

4 3

Figure 2. a) Clockwise from top left: ChLCN coating after polymerization (1), after porogen 6 extraction (2), after 0.1 M KþOH� treatment and drying to air
(3), and after swelling in water (4). The scale bar corresponds to 10mm. b) FT-IR spectroscopy before (blue line), and after photo-induced crosslinking
(violet line, N.B. 985, 1410 cm�1), after extraction of porogenic mesogen 6 (green line, N.B. 2225 cm�1), and after treatment in 0.1 M KþOH� solution
(yellow line, N.B. 1380, 1550, 1680 cm�1). c) UV–vis spectroscopy after each processing step of the ChLCN material: the initial film (violet line), after the
THF treatment (blue line), after 1.0 M KOH treatment which opens the pores, dried (turqoise), after swelling (green) and after 0.5 M aqueous HNO3

treatment to close the hydrogen bonds in the ChLCN (yellow).

(c)

(a) (b)

Figure 3. a) Optical microscopy images taken between crossed polarizers
of the dry ChLCN flakes observed after 15min (top) and 100min (bottom)
ultrasonication. The scale bar corresponds to 500 μm. b) Detail from the
image in (a): example of how Feret’s diameters are calculated. The scale
bar corresponds to 250 μm. c) The ChLC particle Feret’s diameter versus
ultrasonication time for untreated (red) and KþOH�-treated material
(black).
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to 200mg for 4 films of 69� 69mm2) without changing the pro-
cedure or its parameters. Interestingly, in some cases, we
observed that flakes formed during ultrasonication were green
instead of red, the expected color for the material in its fully
hydrated state. Using FT-IR spectroscopy, it was confirmed that
this is a result of hydrogen bond reformation (ν̃� 1680 cm�1), a
reaction that could be easily reversed by treating these flakes with
0.1 M KþOH� solution.

The flakes, after filtration from the sonication medium and a
washing step in demineralized water, show the same responsive
behavior as seen for the intact films (Figure 4a). In the dry poly-
mer salt state, a green reflection is observed which red shifts
within seconds after wetting the flakes. Drying is done under
ambient conditions but can be sped up by heating the material,
in this case with a heating plate at 100 �C, which removed water
from the cholesteric particles within seconds, reverting the color
to green. In situ UV–vis spectrophotometry was used to record
light reflection spectra of the flakes at different humidity and
temperature conditions. Figure 4b and Figure S4, Supporting
Information, clearly demonstrate that at constant temperature,
the wavelength of maximal reflection is strongly dependent on
the surrounding humidity, shifting from �570 nm at 40 RH%
to 630 nm at 80 RH%. As shown in prior research, below 40
RH%, no significant shift in the reflection band occurs.[31,34]

The same effect can be achieved by maintaining a constant
humidity level and lowering the temperature (see Figure 4c
and Video S2, Supporting Information). This shift relies on
the condensation of water into the flakes. An atmosphere with

75 RH% at an air temperature of 23 �C has a dew point tempera-
ture of 18 �C[35,36]; this means that when the flakes are cooled
from 50 �C, the evaporation rate of water from the flake progres-
sively decreases, gradually filling the polymer with moisture.
Upon crossing the dew point (i.e., T≤ 18 �C), the water conden-
sation rate surpasses the evaporation rate leading to water drop-
lets forming onto the flakes and causing maximum swelling and
red shift, as is shown clearly in Figure 4c. As shown in Figure S4,
Supporting Information, the wavelength shift when changing the
relative humidity level follows see an linear trend, while chang-
ing the temperature at constant relative humidity shows an expo-
nential curve.[31]

Although not demonstrated here, the chemistry used for these
responsive flakes could allow for tunable crosslinking using
calcium(II) ions, for example, in the future.[9] Divalent Ca2þ spe-
cies bonds two carboxylic acid groups: combined with the high
degree of order in this liquid crystalline network, the concentra-
tion of Ca2þ significantly influences the degree of water uptake
by the material, and thus should also influence the maximum
wavelength shift between dry and wet states.

2.3. Toward Applications for ChLCN Flakes

In all previously reported cases where ChLC flakes are
used as optically active components for flexible reflective
displays,[17,19,21,26,37] windows,[29] circular polarization-
dependent security labels,[11] or as effect pigments for
decorative coatings,[14] the cholesteric material is based on a

(a) (b) constant humidityconstant temperature

(c)

Figure 4. a) ChLC flake powder in the dry state (top), after soaking in demineralized water (middle), and after drying on a 110 �C hot plate. The scale bar
corresponds to 10mm. b) Left, UV–vis reflectance spectra of a single ChLC flake at a constant temperature (T¼ 19 �C) for increasing levels of relative
humidity (from 40 to 80 RH%). Right, UV–vis reflectance spectra for a single flake at constant relative humidity (75 RH%) at different temperatures
(from 18 to 50 �C). c) Optical polarized microscopy photographs of the flake analyzed at constant relative humidity (75 RH%) for different temperatures
(see (b)) starting at 50 �C (leftmost) and ending at 18 �C (rightmost). The scale bar corresponds to 20 μm.
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densely crosslinked polymer network with a static photonic
structure.

The material described in this article is similar to the flakes
described in the aforementioned reports, but with the added
feature of optical responsivity to environmental stimuli in the
presence of water after breaking the supramolecular physical
crosslinks formed through hydrogen bonding. During the color
change from green to red, the material fills with H2O, causing
swelling along the direction of the photonic cholesteric helix.
This makes incorporation in conventional matrices difficult, as
there is need for both permeability to moisture, as well as room
for the photonic particles to swell.

Nevertheless, to demonstrate the processability of these
responsive flakes, we compounded them with poly(lactic acid)
(PLA) into a FFF 3D printing filament, at a 1% w/w ratio
ChLC flake to polymer matrix. Flakes were produced in
69� 69mm2 cells to generate larger amounts of photonic mate-
rial. These were activated, sonicated, and dried and added to
about 50 g PLA granulate. Mixing was carried out by hand, after
which the granular blend was poured into a compounder set to
output a 2.85mm diameter filament (Figure 5a,b). As shown in
the photograph, the flakes are well dispersed in the filament.
After using this filament to print 3D objects, the flakes can be
observed through POM as well as visually (Figure 5b,c). For addi-
tional information regarding the compounding of the flakes and
the 3D printing procedure using PLA-flake composite filament,
we refer to Figures S5–S8, Supporting Information, and the
accompanying text.

The processability limits of these flakes do pose some issues,
as hinted at by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure S9,
Supporting Information). The flake material is heated and main-
tained at 200 �C and kept isothermally for 20min to simulate
filament extrusion and printing procedures. At this point, 11%
of the original mass is lost in the form of evaporated H2O.
Otherwise, the material is stable, showing no other ill-effects
from the treatment, indicating it is suitable for incorporation
in low melting point polymers, such as PLA, as demonstrated.
The composite was processed at 190 �C and printed at 200 �C.
However, the barrier properties of PLA, with limited moisture
uptake, limit functionality of the responsive photonic dopant.[38]

Trials with a high melting point but more hydrophilic poly-
mer, polyamide-6 (PA6),[39] showed that these stability limits
were exceeded, as no flakes could be visually identified in the

resulting filament. This is likely due to the prolonged exposure
to higher temperatures in the filament extruder (�260–270 �C).
At these temperatures, terminal degradation of the cholesteric
polymer flakes sets in (see Figure S9, Supporting Information).

To show that responsivity may be maintained after incorpo-
ration of the photonic dopant in an appropriate polymer host,
the flakes were dispersed in an aqueous solution of PVA at
5% w/w ChLCN flakes to PVA. A coating was applied onto a glass
substrate via solvent casting, which, after drying, clearly shows
the green reflection from the dried ChLCN flakes (Figure 6).
As the PVA is not immediately susceptible to water penetration
at room temperature, response of the PVA-flake composite coat-
ing was tested at 80 �C. At this temperature, dropping water on
the coating leads to fast absorption of the liquid into the ChLC
flakes which swell and change color (steps 1 to 2 and 3). As the
material is at a high temperature, water eventually evaporates
after a few minutes, reverting the coating to its initial state (steps
2 to 3, and then 4). The rewritability of this coating has been

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. a) A 2.85mm PLA filament with incorporated photonic cholesteric flakes. b) 3D object printed using black PLA as support with a single layer of
photonic flake-doped, transparent PLA. c) POM photograph of the projected object in reflection mode showing the incorporation of the flakes in the
isotropic polymer host. The scale bar corresponds to 500 μm.

1 2

34

Rewritable Drying with paper towel

Patterning

using H2O

Drying to air

5 min

Figure 6. Rewritable coating demonstrated at 80 �C. Clockwise from top
left: a dry PVA-coating is patterned using demineralized water (1–2),
excess water is removed using a paper towel, showing that water has pen-
etrated into the coating and the ChLCN flakes (2–3). After a couple of
minutes, water evaporates from the sample (3–4), which returns it to
its initial state (4–1). The scale bar corresponds to 20mm.
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further explored in Figure S10, Supporting Information. Such a
film could be used as visual temperature indicator.

3. Conclusions

We have reported a method for the fabrication of stimulus-
responsive photonic flakes from liquid crystalline polymer net-
works. Using ultrasonication, a simple and accessible technique,
large polymer films are fractured into small pieces. It was shown
that performing a base treatment on the flakes before ultrasoni-
cation gave smaller flakes on average; additional time-controlled
tests show that the size of the flakes plateaus after about an hour
at around 150 μm, a size at which the flakes can be incorporated
in other media while keeping good optical visibility, as demon-
strated for PLA-based 3D printing filament. However, the flakes
require sufficient space to swell with water, which favors certain
polymer host matrices over others. To demonstrate the function
of these flakes, we have demonstrated a rewritable coating based
on a PVA binder doped with these photonic particles that shows a
reversible optical response to hot water. The optical response in
the cholesteric flakes is a large shift in the central wavelength of
the selective reflection band, from green (λmax¼ 570 nm) to red
(λmax¼ 630 nm).

4. Experimental Section

Materials: Reactive LC mesogens 1 (2-methyl-1,4-phenylene bis(4-(3-
(acryloyloxy)propoxy)benzoate)) and 2 (4-methoxyphenyl 4-((6-(acryloy-
loxy)hexyl)oxy)benzoate) were obtained from Merck KGaA. Reactive
chiral dopant 3 ((3 R,3aR,6S,6aR)-hexahydrofuro[3,2-b]furan-3,6-diyl
bis(4-((4-(((4-(acryloyloxy)butoxy)carbonyl)oxy)benzoyl)oxy)benzoate)) was
purchased from BASF SE. Hydrogen-bonded reactive LC 4 (4-((6-(acryloy-
loxy)hexyl)oxy)benzoic acid) was purchased from Synthon Chemicals
GmbH & Co. KG and Ambeed Inc. Hydrogen-bonded reactive LC 5
(4-((6-(acryloyloxy)hexyl)oxy)-2-methylbenzoic acid) was purchased from
Synthon Chemicals GmbH & Co. KG. Nonreactive porogenic LC 6
(4-cyano-4 0-pentylbiphenyl) was purchased from TCI Chemicals Europe
N.V. Photoinitiator 7 (2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone) was pur-
chased from BASF SE. See Figure 1 for structures of the components.
KOH pellets and PVA granulate (MW 31 000–50 000, 87–89% hydrolyzed)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. THF was purchased from Biosolve
B.V. PLA was purchased fromNatureWorks LLC (Ingeo 4043D). Polyamide-
6 (PA6) was cordially gifted by Royal DSM N.V. (Akulon F136).

LC Alignment Cells: Glass substrates were cleaned with a two-step
procedure: first 20min of ultrasonication in 1:1 v/v 2-propanol/ethanol,
followed by 20min in a UV/O3-oven (UV Products PR-100). Clean glass
substrates (borosilicate 30� 30mm2 or soda-lime 69� 69mm2) were
coated with either a PVA solution (4 wt% in H2O) through spin coating
at 1500 rpm for 30 s (Karl Suss RC6), or for analysis, 3-(trimethoxysilyl)pro-
pyl methacrylate (1 vol% in 1:1 v/v ratio 2-propanol/water) at the same
spin settings. UV-curable glue to control the cell gap was made by
mixing glue (UV Sealant 91, Norland Products Inc.) with resin spacer
beads of varying diameter (6, 10, 20 μm; Micropearl SP series, Sekisui
Chemical Co., Ltd.).

LC Mixture: The liquid crystalline mixture has been described
previously:[9] it combines the base components in THF in the following
amounts: 17.9 wt% diacrylate mesogen 1, 22.9 wt% monoacrylate meso-
gen 2, 4.6 wt% chiral diacrylate 3, 18.0 wt% of both hydrogen-bonded
physical crosslinkers 4 and 5, 18.0 wt% porogenic nonreactive mesogen
6, 0.6 wt% of photoinitiator 7. THF was removed from the mixture by evap-
oration at 80 �C under an air flow, followed by a 50 �C vacuum.

LC Network: Production of cholesteric polymer films was initiated by
heating the monomer mixture and glass substrate to 80 �C. Using a

micropipette, 20 μL (30� 30mm2) or 100 μL (69� 69mm2) of the isotro-
pic monomer mix was transferred to the activated glass substrate.
Depending on the experiment, different spacer glues were used (“no
spacer glue”, or “glue with no spacers”, or “glue with 6, 10, or 20 μm
spacers”), small dots of which were placed near the corners of the bottom
glass slide. At this point, the sample was removed from the hot plate, and
a second glass substrate was placed on top of the isotropic mix and
sheared uniaxially to mechanically align the cholesteric mixture. After short
equilibration at room temperature, high intensity UV light (35mW cm�2

at sample, Lumen Dynamics EXFO Omnicure S2000) irradiated the
sample for 5 min. Films on PVA-treated glass were removed by submer-
sion in demineralized H2O for 30min.

Cholesteric Film Activation: The cholesteric polymer films were washed
with THF to remove nonreactive mesogen 6, after which the thin film was
dried in air overnight. A subsequent soaking in 100mM KþOH� in H2O
(pH� 13) for 60 min created the responsive photonic material.

Cholesteric Film Breakup: KþOH�-activated polymer films made in
69� 69mm2 cells were put in a vial filled with demineralized H2O. An
ultrasonic probe (Sonics VC-750 driver with Sonics 630-0418 tapered
microtip) was placed in the vial and activated for a variable amount of
time in a pulse-wise fashion (2.0 s sonication, 0.5 s rest). Sonicating tip
amplitude was set to 35%, to prevent it from overheating. Using a fritted
glass filter funnel (ROBU VitraPOR Por. 4), the flakes were separated from
the aqueous medium they were fractured in.

Cholesteric Flake Size Quantification: After ultrasonication, samples of
the aqueous flake dispersion were taken from the vial using a plastic
pipette and placed on a clean microscope slide. Water was removed by
heating the slide to 100 �C on a hot plate. POM was used to obtain rep-
resentative sample images, which were processed using ImageJ/Fiji[40,41]

and an in-house written macro (see Supporting Information). The main
quantifier for the flake size is “Feret’s diameter.”[42]

Materials Characterization: DSC was carried out using a TA Instruments
DSC Q2000. TGA was carried out using a TA Instruments TGA Q500 in
aerobic conditions. ATR FT-IR spectroscopy was done using a Varian
Excalibur 3100 (Ge ATR crystal). POM was done using a Leica DM6000
M. In situ POM and UV–vis spectrophotometry at different temperatures
and humidity conditions were carried out using a Leica DM2700 M
microscope, fitted with a Leica MC170 HD camera, a Linkam TMS 600
temperature-controlled sample stage and a Sensirion SHT3x
temperature/humidity sensor. The sample environment was enclosed
using a custom-built transparent humidity chamber. Surface profiles of
the films were measured with a Veeco DektakXT. Optical characteristics
were measured with a PerkinElmer Lambda 750, a Shimadzu UV-3012
PC fitted with linear polarizer-λ/4 waveplate stack for circular dichroism
measurements, and an OceanOptics HR2000þ optical microscope-
attached photospectrometer for in situ measurements. During these
in situ measurements, the microscope is operated in bright-field reflection
mode with the sample between crossed polarizers as explained in the
study by del Pozo et al.[31] SEM photographs were recorded by sputter-
coating material with Au and subsequently imaging it using a FEI
Quanta 3D scanning electron microscope.

3D Print Filament Fabrication: Filaments were compounded using a
3Devo NEXT 1.0 extruder. Cholesteric flakes were mixed manually with
the polymer before loading into the extrusion column (1% w/w flakes
in polymer). The following extruder settings were used for PLA:
T4¼ 170 �C, T3¼ 185 �C, T2¼ 190 �C, T1¼ 180 �C (4–3–2–1 from
material inlet to extrusion die), screw speed 5.0 rpm, fan speed 70%, fila-
ment diameter Ø¼ 2.85mm; and for PA6: T4¼ 270 �C, T3¼ 272 �C,
T2¼ 261 �C, T1¼ 258 �C, screw speed 3.4 rpm, fan speed 100%, and fila-
ment diameter Ø¼ 2.85mm.

3D Printing of Responsive Filament: 3D models are prepared in Blender
(www.blender.org) and sliced using Ultimaker Cura to get the gcode file.
The material is printed using an unmodified Ultimaker 3 through a FFF pro-
cedure, with the PLA-flake composite as the feed material. The print bed
temperature is set to Tbed¼ 60 �C, nozzle temperature to Tnozzle¼ 200 �C.
All other settings are derived from the standard PLA print settings present in
Ultimaker Cura. Black filament used for multimaterial structures was
Ultimaker PLA Black, purchased from Lay3rs 3DPrinting Eindhoven B.V.
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